Prohibiting Open WiFi is an Obstacle to Legitimate Trade
A broad coalition of industry players warns the Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU) about the grave consequences of requiring open WiFi networks to be closed due
to copyright enforcement.
Intermediaries in the European Union can be forced to assist right holders in enforcement of
their rights even where they have done nothing wrong. The Information Society Directive and
Enforcement Directive prescribe certain types of injunctions against intermediaries to achieve
this goal. For an injunction to be issued, it is enough that the services of an intermediary are
“used by a third party to infringe the intellectual property rights” of others1.
Under the German courts' interpretation of the local implementation of the Directives2, this has
come to include an obligation for operators of wireless networks to password-lock their open
WiFi networks contrary to their own wishes. In the recently filed preliminary reference in
McFadden C-484/14 case, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has been asked,
among other things, if such an approach is correct. More specifically, the Court is being asked
whether password-locking of open WiFi may be generally required from the citizens and
businesses of Europe, in order to prevent abuse.
This briefing paper presents evidence from the wide range of industries reliant on use of open
wireless technologies. It shows why password-locking of WiFi networks constitutes a significant
obstacle to legitimate trade both present and future and thus should be rejected at the
European level [Article 3(2) of the Enforcement Directive, Article 41(1) TRIPS Agreement].
We urge the Court of Justice of the European Union to inform itself about these instances
before it responds to the McFadden reference. This briefing paper outlines only the most
important economic, social, and technical benefits of open WiFi technology and other
automatically accessible networks, which are directly threatened by the outcomes in this
case. There is no doubt that many existing and expected innovations would be blocked or
impeded, were password-locking to become the norm in Europe. Although we acknowledge that
it is ultimately the task of the Court to consider if such enforcement practice is worth the gains it
might lead to, we want to stress that the losses are so substantial, that no conceivable benefits
to copyright holders - amongst whom we count ourselves - could ever outweigh them.
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Open Wireless: Removing Barriers to Access and Economic Opportunity
Before exploring specific innovation and use scenarios reliant on open networks, we will briefly
summarise the broad social and economic argument for open wireless.
Broadband access remains far from universal. Substantial portions of the population have
neither home broadband nor mobile data subscriptions, either because it is unaffordable or the
necessary infrastructure does not exist in their locality. Mobile data subscriptions are expensive
and offer only limited data transfer quotas before either throttling speeds or demanding
additional payment. Travelers may have no access at all or only at expensive roaming rates. At
a time where access to education, employment, and maintenance of social ties are all reliant on
communications networks, the unequal distribution of access - sometimes referred to as the
digital divide - is as urgent a problem as ever.
Parallel to this, it is obvious that economic growth is increasingly synonymous with access to
communications networks: to coordinate collaboration with colleagues, access clients, carry out
purchases, or conduct remote maintenance. The Internet contributes around €500 billion to
Europe's economy every year3. Since around 10% of Internet access comes via open wireless,
their prohibition would constitute an impediment to tens of billions of euros' worth of economic
activity. Access is thus essential to economic participation and competitiveness, and ubiquitous
lowest cost provisioning is no less important than surfacing roads in the modern economy.
These challenges have impelled hundreds of municipalities all over Europe to launch free local
wireless networks providing access to the underserved in town and city centres. Such systems
are built on the open wireless model, and private provision of equivalent access should be
viewed in the same light: a boon to the public rather than a danger to be prevented.

Open Networks Aid Emergency Services and Disaster Robustness
During 2012 earthquake in northern Italy, local authorities requested the general public to
remove passwords from their private WiFi networks in order to allow the widest possible
emergency access to communications networks4. Similarly when in 2007, the 40-year old bridge
in Minneapolis collapsed into the river, WiFi played an important role in managing the response
and recovery efforts5. In 2012, when Hurricane Sandy wreaked havoc in New York, open
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wireless networks became a crucial form of communication infrastructure6. These are not
coincidences.
Earthquakes, social unrest7, terrorist attacks and other disasters all test our reliance on
everyday technologies. The first 72 hours following a natural disaster are critical. This window of
time is when emergency responders are most able to save lives. Communication in this period
is essential to facilitate the flow of information between governments, individuals, communities
and humanitarian organizations8. A significant fraction of cellular and wireline networks fail at
these crucial times9. Only open networks provide a practical and robust way of sharing whatever
links continue to function in a disaster area.
Innovation in this segment is still in its infancy, but has already produced impressive results. Dr.
Paul Gardner-Stephen from Flinders University worked for several years with New Zealand’s
Red Cross to develop a new communication tool for such occasions. The Serval Project 10 aims
to provide infrastructure for direct connections between cellular phones through their Wi-Fi
interfaces (mesh), without the need for a mobile phone operator 11. The project allows for live
voice calls whenever the mesh is able to find a route between the participants 12, thus allowing
communication over unlimited distances. This can save lives in situations when cellular
networks are down or non-existent.
Dr. Paul Gardner-Stephen expressed concern about a legal order that would force WiFi to be
closed as a general rule. “If Wi-Fi is password protected, then it would either prevent or make it
much more difficult to set up a mesh network. Mesh networks depend on the free flow of data,
whereas password protecting Wi-Fi achieves the exact opposite”, he said.

Ubiquitous Open Networks Enhance Competition and Equality
All wireless networks, whether open or closed, use the electromagnetic spectrum to
communicate information. The spectrum is a scarce resource13. There is finite amount of it in
any given location at any given time, and it is therefore critical that our devices and
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communications systems use it efficiently. Crucially, however, some of the most efficient uses of
the electromagnetic spectrum are only easy to achieve using protocols that are short-range and
open to connection by anyone, such as Open WiFi.
The policy questions and best forms of regulation to achieve efficient use of the electromagnetic
spectrum are complex. Countries all over the world have elaborate regulatory regimes creating
licensed and unlicensed bands in an attempt to facilitate different types of usage. Most of them,
including the Member States of the European Union, use a combination of licensed and
unlicensed bands. Licensed bands are used for wireless top-down networks such as 3G and
unlicensed bands support decentralized technologies such as WiFi or Bluetooth. Both, licensed
and unlicensed bands, have their own benefits. However, there are important policy reasons
why the entire spectrum should never be only licensed14.
If use of the unlicensed part of the spectrum will be restricted by mandatory password-locking
in the name of the intellectual property enforcement, many great benefits of the “spectrum
commons” will be lost.
Unlicensed spectrum is “an enabling resource that provides a means for dispersed innovators to
create a variety of unanticipated products and services”15. It has shown itself to be “a similar
type of building block without which such technologies as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth may have not
been developed, and without which the markets for devices and apps would be severely
limited”16. Technologies using it, including open WiFi, are often both competing and
complementing licensed spectrum based technologies.
3G and WiFi, for instance, address similar needs in overlapping markets. WiFi access became
an alternative to substantially slower, limited and more expensive mobile access. This motivated
some carriers such as RepublicWireless to start offering subscription plans, where public WiFi
is a primary channel for the phone calls, and cellular technology only serves as a back-up in its
absence. If password-locking becomes the rule, access to such wireless networks would
generally require entering a password, which would make automated switching of customer
calls between cellular networks and WiFi impossible. The consumers would need to acquire
passwords and login into dozens of WiFi networks whenever they are making their calls while
walking or driving through the city.
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Low barriers to entry, no rights over the spectrum and wide diffusion of technology make
unlicensed spectrum inherently very competitive17. Moreover, the ease of sharing Internet
access over WiFi, enabled by cheap router equipment, its scalability and speed of
implementation made it a viable alternative to Internet distribution in places where wire-line
access would be expensive to establish18.
This could be even more the case in future, when so called super-WiFi will be further developed
and deployed. “Instead of running wires to each individual home, a single fiber optic cable could
be laid in close proximity to rural settlements, with Super Wi-Fi antennas broadcasting the signal
to individual homes in the area.”19 Companies like Facebook and Google are already
experimenting with balloon or drone-carried WiFi antennas, which could deliver the Internet
access even to most remote or underdeveloped areas20. Mandatory password lock-up prohibits
open variants of these innovations, and correspondingly undermines their social and economic
benefits.

Open WiFi Facilitates Much More Hardware Innovation than Closed Networks
As a result of cheaper micro-controllers and mature, open embedded platforms, it has become
feasible for individual inventors and small-to-medium sized firms to successfully make (and
often sell) their own hardware devices. Such an architecture then decreases the cost of
producing and distributing an innovation21. This decentralized approach is more conductive to
innovation than the top-down centralized approach of mobile Internet services such as 3G22.
It is impossible to provide a complete catalog of the kinds of new devices that are being created
by smaller innovators, but they include: remotely controlled and autonomous drones23, Lego-like
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electronic construction kits24, automatic photo-uploading from a camera’s memory card 25, tools
for keeping track of feeding pets26, etc. In general, “extension of WiFi from the office
environment to wide-area coverage opens new vistas for WiFi technology and will likely be a
key driver of its future growth”27.
Circumstantial evidence shows that more innovation occurs by relying on decentralized open
WiFi than centralized GSM technology. Unlicensed portions of the spectrum are an effective
catalyst for innovation because it “is an enabling resource that, like other enabling resources
and technologies, encourages innovation by many parties. Licensing or ownership that limits
access to such resources discourages innovation by giving too much power to the licensee or
owner”28.
Password-locking of WiFi removes some of the benefits of decentralized character of open
WiFi. For instance future delivery drones navigating aerial space will not be able to benefit from
free connectivity nearby, but will need to be supported by a centralized technology such as 3G.
Also any wireless communication among the drones in the air in order to prevent mutual
collisions will be made more difficult, since closed WiFi obstructs the free flow of data.
Similar problems can happen with on-ground technologies conceived for accident avoidance.
General Motors, for instance, is working on Wi-Fi-equipped cars to detect pedestrians and
cyclists29. “This new wireless capability could warn drivers about pedestrians who might be
stepping into the roadway from behind a parked vehicle, or bicyclists who are riding in the car’s
blind spot,” says Nady Boules from General Motors. The system thus can help to reduce the
number of accidents.

Conclusion
Most of the signatories of this brief hold various intellectual property rights too. And they
occasionally also enforce them. Despite this, we believe that some enforcement techniques can
do more bad than good to society. Enforcement that effectively outlaws use of open WiFi or use
of other open wireless technologies is one of them. It will cause significant obstacles to
legitimate trade, lead to less competition, obstruct the emergence of new innovative
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technologies and foreclose socially beneficial uses. No potential benefits to right holders are
worth this.
Our 21st century needs 21st century infrastructure. Closing open WiFi is a step back, and not a
leap forward. Intellectual property enforcement should spur economic progress and not lead to
devaluation of the society. We hope that the Court of Justice of the European Union will
consider this when giving its answers in McFadden.

Signatories
Signatories of this open letter are companies, organizations and individuals whose future work,
innovative activities or other contributions to the society depend on a possibility to keep the WiFi
of their own or of others open.

